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H. F. Xo. 603.

A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION RELATING TO

GRAIN INSPECTION.

Resolved, by the House, the Senate concurring: Where-
as, the Senate and House of Representatives, of the Tenth
Legislative Assembly of the State of Nor th Dakota, adopted
a certain concurrent resolution, copies of which were duly
transmitted to the Speaker of this House and the President of
the Senate of this Legislature, and, whereas, such concurrent
resolution contains certain charges, and makes certain re-
quests affect ing the grain interests of this state and the State
Grain Inspection and Weighing departments, and, whereas,
such charges and requests call for a reply from this Legisla-
ture, so far as the same affect this state, its gram interests
and its grain inspection and weighing departments:

Therefore, be it Resolved, That the following is the reply
of this Legislature to the several resolutions contained in the-
said concurrent resolution, transmitted by the North Dakota
Legislature:

Reply to Resolution "First."—There is not now nor has
there been at any time any opposition on the part of any legal
author i ty of this state and par t icular ly on the part of the
Minnesota Inspection Department, to the es tabl ishment of
what said resolution first terms an "equitable grain inspection
law at Superior, nor has anything been clone by any legal au-
thori ty on the part of the Minnesota Inspection Department
to prevent a competitive market at Superior.

Reply to Resolution "Second."—The Minnesota Inspection
and Weighing Laws were enacted in 1885 in response to a
demand from the grain producers of this state: these laws
have been amended and improved from t ime to t ime unti l to-
day they are considered by the grain trade, to be the best
and most efficient laws of the i r kind in vogue. Minnesota
Inspection and Weighing Certificates are accepted the world
over as prima facie evidence of what they stand for.

The Minnesota Inspection and Weighing Laws ,have
proved themselves acceptable to the grain producers of this
and other states, and as there is no discr iminat ion practiced
on the part of the officials in charge of our inspection system,
it naturally should follow that our laws in this respect, should
prove equally acceptable to shippers from all points. No complaint
26
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of this nature has come from South Dakota or any other
state.

As to ''grain hospitals," so-called, otherwise known as
mixing houses; they are by no means inimical to the grain
trade. The funct ion of a grain hospital or mixing house, is
to improve the condition of low-grade grain, which ni its orig-
inal condition, might be unmerchantable. Instead of being
an in jury to the grain trade, and to the producer, who finds
himself with a damaged crop on his hands, the grain hospital
or mixing house, is a benefit. It can hardly be considered a
crime to improve the commercial value of any deteriorated
commodity. Minnesota mixing houses have improved the
condition of hundreds of thousands of bushels of Minnesota
and Xorth Dakota wheat, and it follows quite naturally that
the owner or operator of such a mixing house is entitled to a
just reward for his labor, and this he received in the higher
price which he obtains for the better grade of grain that he"
has established. The business is perfectly legitimate.from
both a legal and commercial standpoint. No mixing of grain
is permitted in any of the public terminal elevators of this
state.

\Ve are, therefore, constrained to respectfully decline the
request to amend our inspection laws in this request.

Reply to Resolution "Third"—No evidence of any kind is
at hand that would prove the implied charge in this resolu-
tion, that a few pefsons control the storage capacity of ter-
minal elevators in this state to the detriment of the many.
There is nothing in our Minnesota laws_ that prevents the
erection and operation of Terminal Elevators by any person
or persons, so disposed. We here again must decline to ac-
cede to a request for a change in our laws.

Reply to Resolution "Fourth."—Evidence submitted to
this Legislature shows that the suction draft so-called does
not in a material manner affect the weight of grain and the
dockage taken. With a view of correctly ascertaining the
effect <>f the suction draft, a sub-committee of the committees
on Grain and Warehouse of this Legislature made a careful
inspection of this apparatus, while in operation, and found it
working satisfactorily. Xo grain whatever is drawn from
the conveyors by this d r a f t ; it absorbs and collects only the
very fine light dust, which is a. menace to the health of the
employes and a dangerous explosive in case of fire. As to
the weight of such dust, the committee ascertained that from
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car No. 53348 (Milwaukee), weighing 63,090 Ibs. there was
collected a total waste of 4 Ibs, and 7 oz. The sub-committee
viewed the removal of the grain from this car from the t ime
the doors were opened until the contents of the same were
deposited in the hopper scales at the top floor of the elevator.
As to ascertaining the value of dockage, as a commercial
commodity and accounting for the same to the owner of the
grain from whom it is taken, the preponderance of evidence
suggests that such a system is impracticable. The solution
of this problem, however, ought not to be of a serious nature.
If producers in the first instance and primary elevators in the
second instance, would clean the grain before loaded in.cars
for shipment, there would be very l i t t le dockage to account
for at terminal points. It is difficult to conceive of a remedy
for a condition at terminal points which has its inception at
the primary market or with the producer himself. It seems
that many producers persist in marketing unclean grain,
without any regard to the commercial value of the dockage,
and as long as they are ready and willing to donate such
dockage, as their grain contains, rather than go to the ex-
pense of cleaning the same, there can be no recourse.

Our Minnesota dockage of grain is applied under the
most liberal rules to the shipper, who is given the benefit of
any doubt there may be as to the amount of dockage to be
taken; there is nothing to indicate that our system of dockage
is generally unsatisfactory to the grain producers of our own
state, and as the dockage is applied to all grain coming to our
terminal markets without discrimination, it should prove
equally acceptable and satisfactory to the shippers and pro-
ducers of North Dakota. The average dockage per bushel
for wheat for ten years in this state was 19.8 ounces. Surely
this amount of dockage cannot be called excessive.

We are, therefore, again obliged to decline the amend-
ments of our laws or the enactment of new laws for the fur-
ther regulation of grain dockage in this state.

Reply to Resolution "Fifth."—There was established in
this state under the provisions of our Grain and Warehouse
laws a system of car inspection for "bad order" cars many
years ago. This system has been improved upon un t i l it
stands in the front rank of ail such inspection systems that
are in operation in the large grain markets of this country.

Section 2082 of the Revised Statutes for Minnesota for
1905 reads as follows:
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"Section 2082—Inspectors to examine cars. The chiei
inspector of grain and any deputy or officials serving under
him, before opening1 any cars containing grain, upon their
arr ival at any of the several places designated by law as term-
inal points in this state, for the purpose of inspecting the
same, shall first ascertain the condition of such cars and de-
termine whether any leakages have occurred while said cars
were in transit; also whether or not the doors are properly
secured and sealed, making a record of such facts in all cases,
and recording the same in a proper book to be kept for the
purpose. After such examination shall have been duly made
and recorded and the inspection of such grain has been made,
the said officials of the State Grain Inspection Department
above mentioned, shall securely close and reseal such doors
as have been opened by them using a special seal of the said
grain inspection department, for the purpose. A record of
all original seals broken by said officials and the time when
broken, also a record of all state seals, substituted therefof,
and the time when such state seals were substituted, together
with a full description of said seals, with their numbers, shall
be made by the said officials."

All cars arriving at our Minnesota terminals loaded with
grain, are twice inspected as to the condition they arrive in,
and a report is made of all defective or bad order cars, and
the consignee to whom such car or cars were shipped is noti-
fied of such facts. The records of the inspection and weigh-
ing departments show all bad order cars that have been re-
ceived. Our Minnesota system of patrolling the railroad
yarcls and prohibiting the stealing of grain from cars is the
most complete of any system of its kind and costs the State
Grain Inspection Department of this state approximately five
thousand dollars per annum. We cannot conceive of any
reason therefore, why we should enact any new laws or
amend any existing law in relation to this subject.

In conclusion, we respectfully make these representa-
tions and bring them to the official notice of your honorable
Legislature: On the l l t h , 12th and 13th days of December,
1906, there was held in the City of Chicago, under the aus-
pices of the Grain Dealers' National Association, a congress
for the purpose of considering the advisability of adopting
uniform national grades. After having agreed to adopt such
uniform national grades, subject to the ratification by the
several grain exchanges, there represented, there was adopted
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a standard of un i form grades for grain, which are practically
the official grades that are now in force in th is state. This
congress reflected the business judgment and experience of
practical grain men, many of whom had devoted a l i f e t i m e to
the business of purchasing, handling or inspecting- grain at
the large grain centers of the United States.

Furthermore, a delegate convention recently held in
London, England, af ter due deliberat ion, approved of Mani-
toba and Minnesota Inspection of Grain to the exclusion of
any other systems.

\Ye submit that the action of these bodies in determining
and approving standard uniform grades arc highly complimen-
tary to our Minnesota system of official inspection of grain
and suggest t ha t in the event of a National Grain Inspection
system. Minnesota grades will be adopted as the standard
grades of the Nation.

As i l lus t ra t ing our Minnesota System of Inspecting and
Weighing Grain, at t e rmina l points, we transmit herewith,
Exh ib i t "A" showing in detail "HOW G R A I N IS HAN-
DLED UNDER STATE SUPERVISION."

.•hid be it further Resolved, that the Secretary of State be
requested to send a copy of these resolutions to the Honor-
able President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House
of the State of Xorth Dakota, one copy to each of our Sena-
tors and Representatives in the Congress of the United
States, one copy each to the Secretary of State of the States
of North Dakota and Wisconsin, one copy each to the Presi-
dent of the Senate and the Speaker of the Assembly of the
Legislature of the State of Wisconsin, and one copy each to
the Presidents of the Boards of Trade of Superior, Wisconsin,
and Minneapolis and Duluth, Minnesota.

Approved March 6, 1907.
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EXHIBIT "A" TO II. F. No. 603.

I I O N V G R A I N IS HANDLED UNDER STATE SUPERVISION.

As long as grain wil l be in demand by the world at large,
and as long as humanity depends upon grain for its bread, a
deep interest must centre in all that pertains to the cereals in
general that contribute the supply that fills this enormous
demand. Agriculture must be recognized as the prime sus-
ta in ing principle throughout the world, and especially does
Minnesota and her sister states enter into the scheme of fur-
nishing to the world's garners the tremendous supply re-
quired.

One of the most extensive branches of the state service
in the State of Minnesota is the State Grain Department that
determines the grades and weighs the grain that is shipped
to the terminal markets. Notwithstanding the fact that the
state has been doing this work for more than twenty-one
years, there is yet much that the general public, many of
whom are directly and vitally interested, do not understand
or comprehend about this very important service.

We have received many letters asking for information
as to the methods of the department, and many enquiries
have been of the most ridiculous nature; for instance, it has
been asked if we weighed grain in car loads by running a train
of cars all coupled together over a track scale in the railroad
yards. Also the question has been asked if the empty car is
actually weighed to determine the tare weight, or if it is the
stencil weight on side of car that is taken.

This article has been wr i t t en with the end in view of
te l l ing in detai l , step by step, how the work is performed from
the t ime a car load of grain reaches the terminal inspection
track unt i l it has been weighed under supervision of the state.

Tin-: INSPECTION-.

When a carload of grain reaches the terminal market Jt
is placed by the railroad company upon special tracks called
' 'inspection tracks," which are provided in each railroad yard.

A state sampler is on hand in the morning as soon as it is
l ight enough to see. and he first takes a record of the car
number and in i t ia ls , and also records the number of the seal
that he breaks in order to enter the car. He then takes a
hollow brass tube,cal led a "probe," and by plunging this probe
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down through the grain to the bottom of the car in several
places, he secures a fair sample of the grain throughout the
whole load. The sampler then re-seals the car and keeps a
record of the state seal applied.

A sample of the grain is also taken by a Chamber of
Commerce sampler, which sample is given to the consignee
of the car. A complete seal record is also kept by the Cham-
ber of Commerce sampler.

The sample that has been thus obtained by the state sam-
pler is placed in a sample sack together with a ticket on which
has been placed the car number and init ial . The sample is
then taken to the state inspection office, where under a proper
light it is carefully inspected by expert inspectors who have
made a special study of the particular kind of grain which
they inspect. The grade and dockage, if there is any dock-
age, is then determined by means of apparatus adapted to the
work consisting of finely adjusted scales and sieves of differ-
ent kinds.

If the shipper or consignee is not satisfied with either
grade or dockage on the car in question, it is his privilege to
call for a re-inspection. The case is then carefully reviewed
by the Chief Deputy Inspector or the Asst. Chief Deputies.
In case the parties interested are sti l l dissatisfied, an appeal
can be called for, which means that the merits of the case
would then be considered by the State Board of Appeals, a
board of three members. The grade and dockage as deter-
mi'ned by them is final.

The rules that govern the grading and dockage of grain
are established at the beginning of each grain year by the
members of the Boards of Appeals, consisting of six members,
three at Minneapol is and three at Duluth.

Another particular duty of the Inspection Department
during their work in the railroad yards is to make an examin-
ation of each car of grain for any leaky conditions that might
exist, making a record of sanre in their record books.

When the grade and dockage has been finally deter-
mined, a certificate of inspection is issued by the State Inspec-
tion Department.

After the inspection has been completed and the car load
of grain is sold it is set to mi l l or elevator for unloading.
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THE WEIGHING.

Again the car load of grain comes under the direct super-
vision of the State Department, for the State Weigher at once
makes a careful examination of the car to detect any bad
order condition, and a most complete record is made of any
such condition found.

This inspection of the car for leaky conditions having
been thoroughly done, he then takes a complete seal record
of the car before the seals are broken by the unloading con-
cern. In case the mill or elevator company to which the car
has been set for unloading should break the seals for private
inspection before the car has been placed on the unloading
track, they also keep a record of the seals broken and applied.

At the larger elevators in the system where the weighing
is done on hopper scales in the cupola, two men are employed,
one being stationed upstairs where the weighing- is done, and
the other man supervises the handling of the grain down-
stairs. This downstairs man, called a supervising weigher,
sees that the cars are swept properly; sees that all the grain
has been elevated from the unloading pit before the signal is
given to weigh the grain, and he must also know that each
car is placed at the particular elevating leg corresponding
with the number of the scale upstairs on which scale the
weigher has been advised the car is to be weighed on. It is
this downstairs man who also keeps the seal record.

After tlie examination of the car has been completed and
the seal record secured, the car is placed at the unloading pit
where by means of powerful steam shovels the grain is un-
loaded. It is elevated directly to the garner w fhich is the
large receiving hopper located just above the scale hopper.
After the scale has been properly balanced and closed, the
grain is drawn down from the garner into the scale hopper.

The grain is then carefully weighed by the State Weigh-
er, and the original entry of weight is made according to law
in the record book provided for the purpose.

He then takes a specially arranged ticket, and by means
of the type-registering device with which ail scales are
equipped on which state weights are given he obtains a type-
printed record.

lie then checks this type-printed record with the figures
that he first recorded in the weight record book, and if they
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do not agree, it is evident that his attention would be imme-
diately called to the fact, and it is his duty to at once-go over
the work before the grain has been dropped from the scale,
to account for the apparent difference in the records.

Since an incorrect record cannot be obtained from the
type-register, provided it is not actually out of order, it is
practically impossible for error to enter into the work of
weighing under the present system.

However, no man would assert that mistakes cannot pos-
sibly be made in some part of the operation, for as long as
man is fall ible an error will occasionally occur.

Another check upon the work is the fact that all through
the weighing operation the State Weigher has not been alone
in the work, for the mill or elevator weigher has been present
all the time and as a result the two men are enabled to com-
pare their work and figures as an extra precaution against mis-
takes.

When the shipper of a carload of grain obeys the law by
placing a card in the car giving the shipping weight, an im-
mediate investigation is made if there is an apparent discrep-
ancy between the state weight and the shipping weight, and it is
very plain that such an investigation made while the grain is
still held in the scale hopper is of more value than when
made a few days or weeks after the weighing has been com-
pleted and all the circumstances surrounding the "case may
have been forgotten.

When there is no shipping weight ticket placed in the
car, the State weigher has no means of knowing the amount
of grain the shipper has loaded into the car, and consequently
he does not know if a shortage or overage should actually
exist.

Where track scales are used instead of hopper scales, the
' loaded car is uncoupled from all other cars, placed upon the
scale platform and weighed. Then when the grain has been
unloaded, the empty car is weighed to obtain the tare weight.
This tare weight is deducted from the gross weight to deter-
mine the net weight. A complete record of the work is kept
the same as in hopper scale weighing, and the work checked
by the type-registering device previously mentioned.

The State Weighing Department thoroughly investi-
gates all claims that arise in the work, and no effort is con-
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sidered too great if in the end a just settlement can be ob-
tained.

When a claim is presented alleging a shortage, it is at
once placed on file. The records are then carefully checked
over to see if an error has been made in transposition of num-
bers, addition of drafts or by actual mistake in recording a
wrong figure or set of figures. Then this type-registered
ticket which has been carefully preserved for reference is ex-
amined and compared with the figures as given in the written
record.

The record of the work at the unloading station is thor-
oughly gone over for the time covered by the date that the
car was weighed, involving a study of the condition that sur-
rounded the weighing. The seal records are also completely
checked up to find if such a condition should exist as a broken
seal, no seal or faulty record.

Special work has been done involving travel of several
hundred miles to test scales or check up the work of loading,
when some especially serious case has demanded.

A close supervision is kept over all the scales on which
state weights are given, and this work does not mean ordin-
ary care in the use of the scales, but means a complete and
severe test up to fu l l capacity of every scale in the system.

Scale experts are employed whose sole duties are to test
the scales and keep them adjusted to the government stand-
ard of weights. Nor does the state supervision cease at the
testing of scales, but takes up the details of proper scale con-
struction, elevating machinery and all apparatus that enters
into the handling of the grain before it is weighed.

When the state weigher closes his report for the day it
is mailed at once to the State Weighmaster's office, where it
is necessary that the report be on hand by 7 o'clock a. m. on
the day following the weighing.

At this office a busy scene is witnessed each day as the
representatives of the many commission firms check over the
d^ily report sheets to learn the weight of their cars as ascer-
tained by the State Weighing Department on the day pre-
vious.

The records being clear and perfect, an official certificate
of weight Js issued bearing upon its face the car number,
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initial, contents and state weight, together wi th the t ime and
place of weighing. This cert i f icate is .stamped wi th the seal
of the office of the State Weighmaster and forms the basis of
settlement between seller and buyer in the matter of weight.

To obtain a state certificate of weight, it is necessary t<>
present a request in writing. Should any bad order condi-
tions be found in the records it is also wr i t ten in the remark
column of the certificate of weight.

Another very important branch of the state weighing
service is the system of watching or patrol, wherein' the cars
loaded wi th grain are con t inua l ly watched whi le going
through the t e rmina l yards, to detect any leaking condit ions
that might exist as well as to guard against pilferage.

The terminal railroad yards are usual ly located in out-
lying distr icts where the vigilance of watchmen is especially
needed. Many t imes leaking cars are found and reported by
these special watchmen that would not show to be in leaky
condition except when in motion, for cars often leak in the
yards when being switched about and do not show evidence
of leakage when set for unloading.

Much has also been accomplished in the way of protect-
ing the property of shippers from pilferage, a loss against
which the country shipper of grain would be powerless if it
were allowed to exist.

- Since these special watchmen cover the whole terminal
system wherever cars containing grain are handled, they are
a fur ther check upon the work of seeing that cars are prop-
erly swept at the unloading stations by which they are con-
tinually passing during their yard work.

These special watchmen are regular deputy weighers
assigned to t h i s patrol service, and they are empowered wi th
police authority.

It is amazing to consider the enormous bulk of grain that
is handled in the Minneapolis terminal alone, for during the
grain year ending August 31st, 1905, there were 259,996 cars
weighed. If these cars were made up into a solid t ra in ,
allowing 40 feet as the length of each car, the train would ex-
tend from Xew York City to a point 232 miles west of Bis-
marck. Xorth Dakota, and each car would contain 1018 bush-
els, or more than is produced by the ordinary Minnesota farm.
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The slate stands as an arbitrator between the seller and
buyer; it treats both with equal fairness; it is disinterested
as to the financial interest involved, its only care being to see
that justice is done.

The State Weighing Department does not hold the very
unsatisfactory position of being a mere figure-head in the
handl ing and weighing of the immense volume of grain that
pours into the terminal market, but, supported by law, it aims
to be an active and energetic factor in the work of securing
Correct weights, making constant effort toward the improve-
ment of the service by the adoption of the most modern
equipment and by the appl icat ion of the experience tha t years
in the development of fhe work has given.

The state weighers who do the weighing are each tinder
a substantial security bond of $5,000, and while they are thus
held l iable for the results of their work, still they are wholly
independent, not knowing to whom a single car of grain be-
longs which they weigh, and they also know that the tenure
of their office is not dependent upon the good or i l l -wi l l of
mi l l or elevator people at whose industries they might be
stationed.


